
101 Catching Drills Bob Bennett - Master the
Art of Catching!
Catching is one of the most vital positions in baseball. A skilled catcher can guide
the team's pitchers, control the game's pace, and play a crucial role in the
success of the defense. Bob Bennett, a legend in the world of baseball, has
compiled 101 catching drills that will help you elevate your skills to the next level.
In this article, we will explore some of the best drills that will make you a catching
superstar.

1. The Blocking Drill - Defend the Plate Like a Wall!

Blocking the plate requires a combination of agility, quick reflexes, and
fearlessness. Bob Bennett's drilling technique focuses on improving your blocking
skills to prevent runs and keep your team ahead. Learn how to position yourself
correctly, utilize proper footwork, and react quickly to incoming pitches.

2. The Pop-Up Drill - Catching Those High Flys!

Make the difficult catches look effortless with the Pop-Up Drill. As a catcher, you
need to be able to catch pop-ups efficiently while also communicating with your
teammates. Discover Bennett's tips and tricks to master the art of catching those
high fly balls, from positioning yourself correctly to using your glove effectively.
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3. The Throwing Drill - Nail Perfect Throws Every Time!

A catcher's ability to make accurate throws is crucial for keeping the opposing
team's runners in check. Bob Bennett's Throwing Drill will teach you proper
throwing mechanics, footwork, and arm strength to ensure your throws are on
point. Whether you're throwing out runners stealing bases or making quick snap
throws to pick off base runners, this drill will give you the confidence to nail those
perfect throws every time.

4. The Framing Drill - Make Every Pitch Count!

A catcher's framing skills can significantly impact the game. This drill focuses on
enhancing your ability to receive and present pitches, making them look like
strikes to the umpire. Learn the subtle techniques and body positioning required
to turn borderline pitches into called strikes, gaining an edge for your pitcher and
the team.

5. The Quick Release Drill - Eliminate Base Stealers!

As a catcher, one of your primary duties is to control the opposing team's running
game. The Quick Release Drill will sharpen your skills in getting the ball out of
your glove and into the hands of the infielders swiftly. Improve your footwork,
glove-to-hand transfer speed, and accuracy to catch runners off guard and
eliminate base stealers.
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6. The Tagging Drill - Be the Master of Tagging Runners!

Accurate and quick tags can be the difference between an out and a safe call.
Perfect your tagging technique with Bob Bennett's Tagging Drill. Develop your
agility, hand-eye coordination, and anticipation to apply tags efficiently while
preventing runners from advancing or scoring.

7. The Bunt Defense Drill - Be the Wall Against Bunts!

The Bunt Defense Drill focuses on your ability to field bunts effectively and make
quick, accurate throws to retire the base runner. Learn how to position yourself,
read the bunt, and execute precise throws to get the job done. Bennett's
expertise in this area will help you become the wall against bunts!

8. The Durability Drill - Stay Strong Throughout the Season!

Catching can be physically demanding, and endurance is crucial for performing at
a high level throughout the season. The Durability Drill by Bob Bennett focuses
on building your body's endurance, strength, and flexibility necessary to withstand
the rigors of a long baseball season. Stay injury-free and maintain your
performance all year round with this specialized drill.

9. The Communication Drill - Lead Your Team from Behind the Plate!

A great catcher needs excellent communication skills to guide the team's defense
effectively. The Communication Drill will teach you how to effectively
communicate with your pitchers, infielders, and outfielders. Develop a system of
signals, establish rapport with your teammates, and become the leader your team
needs.

10. The Mental Toughness Drill - Become a Catching Warrior!



Catching can be mentally challenging, especially when handling high-pressure
situations. Bob Bennett's Mental Toughness Drill will help you develop the mental
fortitude required to excel in tough situations. Learn how to stay focused,
maintain composure, and make split-second decisions that can turn the game in
your team's favor.

Bob Bennett's 101 Catching Drills covers everything a catcher needs to know to
master the art of catching. From blocking, throwing, and framing skills to
endurance and mental toughness, these drills will make you an invaluable asset
to your team. So grab your gear, dive into these drills, and take your catching
skills to new heights!
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Drills are an integral part of the success of any catcher. Learning a new skill, or
improving or maintaining an existing skill, are important reasons to perform drills.
Catchers are often short changed in practice. Some time should be set aside
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each day for emphasis on the catching position. 101 Catching Drills provides
extensive drills to help develop the skills of each catcher.
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